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We generally follow the terminology of Azad [l] and Ming and Ming 
c31. 
Azad defined the fuzzy semi-open, fuzzy semi-closed, fuzzy regular-open, 
and fuzzy regular-closed sets and the fuzzy semi-continuous, fuzzy weakly- 
continuous, fuzzy semi-open, and fuzzy open functions in [ 11. 
We defined the fuzzy H. almost-continuous and fuzzy W. almost-open 
functions in [S]. 
Continuing the work in [S], we define the semi-interior and semi-closure 
of a fuzzy set in a manner similar to that used in ordinary topological 
spaces. At the same time, the definition falmost-open function defined 
by Singal (cf. [S]) and irresolute, pre-semi-open functions and semi- 
homeomorphism defined by Crossley et al. [2] are extended to fuzzy sets. 
Some results are obtained in the functions of fuzzy topological spaces 
defined by Azad [ 1 ] and those are defined in [S] and here. 
1. BASIC NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Fuzzy sets of a non-empty set X will be denoted by the capital etters A,
B, C, etc. The value of a fuzzy set A at the element x of X will be denoted 
by A(x) and a fuzzy point will be denoted by p. 
If we write PEA, then the definitions of a fuzzy point and being an 
element of a fuzzy set are understood as in [S] or [3], i.e., PEA either 
means that fuzzy point p takes its non-zero value in (0, 1) at the support x,, 
and p(x,) < ,4(x,) [S] or fuzzy point p takes its non-zero value in (0, l] 
and p(x,) < ,4(x,) [31. Furthermore, if we say only “fuzzy point p,” then p 
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will he considered as in [5] or [ 31. If we write p E i A then the definition f
fuzzy point-fuzzy elementhood will be the same as Srivastava et al. used in 
c51. 
If for a fuzzy point p and a fuzzy set A, we have p(x,) +,4(x,) > 1, then 
this case, which is defined by Ming and Ming [3] as “p quasi coincident 
with A,” will be denoted by pqA. 
In this work, X and Y denote fuzzy topological spaces with fuzzy 
topology z and 9, respectively, and by f: X + Y we denote a function f of a 
fuzzy space X into a fuzzy space Y. 
A”., A and A’ will denote respectively the interior, closure, and com- 
plement of the fuzzy set A. 
2. FUZZY SEMI-INTERIOR AND FUZZY SEMI-CLOSURE 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A c X be a fuzzy set and define the following sets: 
A = n {B I A c B, B fuzzy semi-closed} 
A, = U {B 1 B c A, B fuzzy semi-open}. 
We call 4 the fuzzy semi-closure ofA and A,, the fuzzy semi-interior of A. 
Obviously A, is the greatest fuzzy semi-open set which is contained in A 
and Lj is the lowest fuzzy semi-closed set which contains A, and we have 
ACACA and AI>A~xA’D. 
These are easely seen from [ 1, Theorem 4.3 and Remark 4.41 and the 
definitions ofA and A,. 
In addition to these facts, if A, B c X then 
A is fuzzy semi-open o A = A, 
A is fuzzy semi-closed o A = 4 
AcB+AcBandA,cB,. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f: X -+ Y. f is fuzzy semi-continuous zjjf f(A) cf(A) 
for every A c X. 
Proof: Let A c X. Since f(A) is a fuzzy closed set, f ~ ‘( f(A)) is a fuzzy 
semi-closed set [8, Theorem 4.53. 
409/I 32/S4 
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Clearly f‘--‘(j’(A)) =,j-‘(f(A)). F rom [4, Lemma 1.11, step by step we 
get 




Conversely, let Bc Y be a fuzzy closed set. From the hypothesis we have 
.f(.f ‘(B)) c f(.f ‘(B)) c B= B. 
Sof-‘(Bkf-‘(f(f- ‘(B)))cf- ‘(B). 
Sincef-‘(B)cf-‘(B) andf-‘(B)cf‘- ‘(B), we getf ‘(B)=f-l(B). 
Hence fP ’ (B) is a fuzzy semi-closed set and ,f is a fuzzy semi-continuous 
function. 1 
3. FUZZY IRRESOLUTE, FUZZY ALMOST-OPEN, AND 
FUZZY PRE-SEMI-OPEN FUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let f be a function from a fuzzy topological space X to 
a fuzzy topological space Y. 
(i) If for any fuzzy semi-open set B in Y, f ~ '( B) is a fuzzy semi- 
open set in X, then we say that f is a fuzzy irresolute function. 
(ii) If for any fuzzy semi-open set A in X, ,f(A) is a fuzzy semi-open 
set in Y, then we say that f is a fuzzy pre-semi-open function. 
(iii) If for any fuzzy regular-open set A in X, f(A) is a fuzzy open set 
in Y, then we say that ,f is a fuzzy almost-open function. 
(iv) If f is one-to-one, onto, fuzzy pre-semi-open, and fuzzy 
irresolute, then we say that f is a fuzzy semi-homeomorphism. 
Remark 3.2. For the function f: X -+ Y, the following statements are 
valid: 
f, fuzzy continuous + f, fuzzy irresolute, 
f, fuzzy irresolute ~5 ,f, fuzzy weakly-continuous, 
f, fuzzy irresolute =& f, fuzzy H. almost-continuous, 
f, fuzzy irresolute * .f, fuzzy semi-continuous. 
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EXAMPLE 3.3. Let X= {a, b,c}, Y= {x, y,z} and T, CA’, T, cX, 
U, c Y, U, c Y be defined as follows: 
T, (aI= 0, T,(b) = 0, 3, T,(c) = 0,2 
T,(a) = 0, T,(b) = 0, 2, T,(c) = 0, 2 
U,(x) = 0, U,(.Y)=O,4, U,(z) = 0,2 
U,(x) = 0, U,(Y) = 0, 2, U,(z) = 0, 7. 
(a) Let T= {X 4, T,}, 9= (Y,h UZ}. 
If we define f: X -+ Y satisfying f(a) = x, f( 6) = y, f(c) = y, then f is fuzzy 
continuous but not fuzzy irresolute. B cause if we define the fuzzy set A in 
Y being A(x) = 0, 1, A(y) = 0,9, A(z) =O, 8, then A is a fuzzy semi-open 
set since U, c A CF. But f -‘(A) is not a fuzzy semi-open set. 
Clearly f is fuzzy continuous. 
(b) Let z = {K 4, T, >, 9 = { K d, U, 1. 
If we define f: X + Y satisfying f( a) = x, f(b) = y, f(c) = z, then f is fuzzy 
irresolute but not fuzzy weakly-continuous and not fuzzy H. almost- 
continuous. 
Remark 3.4. For the function f: X + Y the following statements are 
valid: 
f, fuzzy pre-semi-open * L fuzzy semi-open 
f, fuzzy pre-semi-open =& f, fuzzy almost-open 
f, fuzzy pre-semi-open ib f, fuzzy W. almost-open 
f, fuzzy open 75 f, fuzzy pre-semi-open 
f, fuzzy open * f, fuzzy almost-open 
J fuzzy almost-open 6 A fuzzy semi-open 
f, fuzzy almost-open 75 f, fuzzy W. almost-open 
J fuzzy W. almost-open 75 A fuzzy almost-open. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let X={a,b,c}, Y={x,y,z} and T,cX, T,cX, 
T, c: A’, U, c Y, Uz c Y be defined as follows: 
T,(a) = 0, T,(b) = 0, 3, T,(c) = 0,2 
T,(Q) = 0,9, T,(b) = 0, 6, T,(c) = 0, 7 
T,(a) = 0, T,(b) = 0, 8, T3(c) = 0,9 
U,(x) = 0, U,(Y) = 033, U,(z) = 0, 2 
U,(x) = 0, U,(Y) = 0,2, U,(z) = 0, 1. 
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(a) Let~={X,d, T,,T2}, 3=(Y,q$U,}. 
If we definef: Y-+X satisfyingf’(x) = a,,f(y) = h,f(z) = c, thenfis fuzzy 
open, but not fuzzy pre-semi-open. 
(b) LetT={XhT,}, $={Y,4,u2). 
If we define f: X -+ Y satisfying f(a) = x, f(b) = y, f(c) = z, then J‘is fuzzy 
pre-semi-open, but neither fuzzy almost-open nor fuzzy W. almost-open. 
(cl Letr={X,h T,, T3},~={Y,hUl). 
If we delinefas in (b), then fis fuzzy almost-open, but not fuzzy semi- 
open. 
(d) If we define r and 9 as in (b), and f as in (a), thenf is fuzzy W. 
almost-open, but not fuzzy almost-open. 
(e) Let T= {X 4, T2}, 9= {Y, 4, U,}. 
If we define f as in b), then f is fuzzy almost-open, but not fuzzy W. 
almost-open. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let f: X + Y. The following are equivalent: 
(1) f is fuzzy irresolute. 
(2) For every p E X and for every fuzzy semi-open set 0 in Y con- 
taining f(p) there exists a fuzzy semi-open set O* in X such that 
pEO*cf-l(O). 
(3) For every p E X and for every fuzzy semi-open set 0 in Y con- 
taining f (p) there exists a fuzzy semi-open set O* in X such that p E O* and 
f(o*)c 0. 
(4) For every p E X andfor every fuzzy semi-open set 0 in Y satisfying 
f(p) q0 there exists a fuzzy semi-open set O* in X such that 
pqo* C f -l(O). 
(5) For every p E X andfor every fuzzy semi-open set 0 in Y satisfying 
f(p) q0 there exists a fuzzy semi-open set O* in X such that pqO* and 
f(O’)cO. 
(6) For every fuzzy semi-closed set F in Y, f ~ ‘(F) is a fuzzy semi- 
closed set in X. 
(7) For every fuzzy semi-open set 0 in Y, f -‘(O)c f-‘“(O). 
(8) For every fuzzy semi-closed set F in Y, f ~ ‘(F) 3 f-‘(l;)‘. 
Proof (1) 3 (2): Let p E X and 0 be any fuzzy semi-open set such that 
f(P) E 0. 
Since f is fuzzy irresolute, f ~ ‘(0) is a fuzzy semi-open set and we have 
pEfP’(0)=o*cfP’(O) 
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(2) * (3) and (3) * (2) can be easily seen. 
(2)*(l): Let Oc Y be a fuzzy semi-open set and PDF-‘(0) be any 
fuzzy point. This implies f(p) E f(f p ‘( 0)) c 0. From hyphothesis there 
exists a fuzzy semi-open set 0* in X such that p E 0* c f -l(O). 
Hence, f-‘(O) is a fuzzy semi-open set [8, Theorem 3.51. 
(4) * (5) and (5) * (4) can be easily seen. 
(1) * (4): Let PEX and 0 be any fuzzy semi-open set such that 
f(p) q0. Clearly f-‘(O) is a .fuzzy semi-open set and pqf-l(O)= 
0* c-f-‘(O) [S, Proposition 4.21. 
(4) * (1): Let 0 c Y be any fuzzy semi-open set. Let p E If-‘( 0). 
Clearly f(p) E ,O. Choose the fuzzy point p’ as p’(x,) = 1 - p(x,). For this 
p’, we have f(p’) q0 [8, Proposition 2.53. From (4) there exists a fuzzy 
semi-open set such that p’qO* c f-‘(O). 
Since p’q0 *, 
p’(x,) t- 0*(x,) = 1 - p(x,) f 0*(x,) > 1 * 0*(x,) > p(x,) * PE, o*. 
Hence we have PEG 0* cf-‘(0). From [S, Theorem 3.53, f-‘(O) is a 
fuzzy semi-open set. 
(1) * (6): Let F be any fuzzy semi-closed set in Y. F’ is a fuzzy semi- 
open set. From (I), f’(F’) is a fuzzy semi-open set and from known 
equalityf-‘(F’) = (f-‘(F))‘, (f-‘(F)) ’ is a fuzzy semi-open set and hence 
f-‘(F) is a fuzzy semi-closed set [ 1, Theorem 4.21. 
(6) * (1) can be proved in the same way as (1) j (6). 
(6) * (8), (8) * (6), (1) * 7) (7) = (1) can be easily proved by using 
Theorem 4.2 in [ 11. 1 
F%OPOSITION 3.7. Let (Z, W) be a fuzzy topological space andf: X--f Y, 
g: Y + Z. Then the following statements are valid: 
(1) If f and g are fuzzy pre-semi-open functions then g 0 f is too. 
(2) If f and g are fuzzy irresolute functions then go f is too. 
(3) If f is fuzzy irresolute and g is fuzzy semi-continuous then g 0 f is a 
fuzz,y semi-continuous function. 
(4) If f is fuzzy semi-open and g is fuzzy pre-semi-open then go f is a 
fuzz,y semi-open function. 
(5) 0-f’ f Y 1 IS uzz a most-open and g is fuzzy open then g 0 f is a fuzzy 
almost-open function. 
Proof It is easy since we have (go f )(A) = g(f(A)) for A c X and 
(gof)-l(B)= f-‘(g-‘(B)) for BcZ. 1 
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THEOREM 3.8. Jf’ ,f’: X + Y is jiizq, almost-open und ,fuzz~~ semi-con- 
finuous then f is ~1 .fuxy irresolute function. 
Proqf: It can be easily shown as in ordinary topological spaces 16, 
Theorem 1.121. 1 
THEOREM 3.9. If ,f’: X -+ Y is ,jiizzy H. almost-continuous and.fuzq semi- 
open then ,f is a fuzzy pre-semi-open function. 
Proof: It can be proved as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [6] by using 
Theorem 4.17 and Proposition 3.4 in [8]. 1 
COROLLARY 3.10. If f: X---t Y is fuzzy continuous and fuzzy open then f 
is both fuzzy irresolute and fuzzy pre-semi-open. 
COROLLARY 3.1 I. Eevery fuzzy homeomorphism (i.e., one-to-one, onto, 
fuzzy continuous, and fuzzy open ,function) is a fuzzy semi-homeomorphism. 
THEOREM 3.12. If f: X -+ Y is fuzzy semi-continuous and fuzzy W. 
almost-open then f is a ,fuzzy irresolute ,function. 
Proof. Let Bc Y be any fuzzy semi-open set in Y. There exists a fuzzy 
open-set U in Y such that UC B c I!?. From [8, Definition 4.13(b)], we 
havef~‘(U)cf-‘(B)cf~‘(O)c,f-‘(U). 
Since ,f is fuzzy semi-continuous, f ~‘(U) is a fuzzy semi-open set. 
Hence f ~ ‘(B) is a fuzzy semi-open set [S, Proposition 3.43. 1 
THEOREM 3.13. f: X -+ Y is a fuzzy irresolute function iff for every> 
A cXf(A)c.f(A). 
Proof It can be easily proved as in ordinary topological space [2, 
Theorem 1.51. 1 
THEOREM 3.14. f: X---f Y is a fuzzy irresolute function off jbr ever? 
Bc Y,f(B) c.f I’. 
Proof: It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.6 in [2]. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Let f: X-t Y be one-to-one and onto. f is a fuzzy 
semi-homeomorphism iff and f - ’ are fuzzy irresolute functions iff and f ’ 
are ,fuzzy pre-semi-open functions. 
ProoJ Obvious. 1 
COROLLARY 3.16. Let f :X + Y be one-to-one and onto. f is a fuzzy semi- 
homeomorphism iff or every A c X, f (4 ) = f(A). 
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Proof: It can be seen from Proposition 3.15, Theorem 3.13, 
Theorem 3.14, and the fact (f-‘) -’ =f 1 
COROLLARY 3.17. Let f he one-to-one and onto. f is a fuzzy semi- 
homeomorphism ijjf for every B c Y, f ~ ‘( lj) = f(B). 
THEOREM 3.18. f: X -+ Y is a fuzzy irresolute function iff for every 
B c K f- ‘(B,) = (f-‘(B))<,. 
ProoJ Let B c Y. B, is a fuzzy semi-open set. Clearly f-‘( B,) is a fuzzy 
semi-open set and we have f -‘(B,) = (f -‘(B,)), c (f-‘(B)),. 
Conversely, let B be any fuzzy semi-open set in Y. Then B, = B and 
f-‘(B) =f -‘(B,) c (f - l(B)),. 
Hence we have f-‘(B) = (f- l(B)),. This shows that f-‘(B) is a fuzzy 
semi-open set. I 
THEOREM 3.19. Let f: X + Y be one-to-one and onto. f is fuzzy irresolute 
funcSion ifffor every A c X, (~(FI))~ c f(A,). 
Proof: Let A c X. (f(A))<, isa fuzzy semi-open set. Clearlyf-‘((f(A)),) 
is a fuzzy semi-open set. f -‘(f(A)) = A [4, Lemma 1.11. We have 
.f-‘((f(A)),)= (f -‘(f(A))), =A, (Theorem 3.18) 
f(f ~1((f(4)0))~f(41). 
Since f is onto 
(f(A))” =f(f-‘((f(4)0))~f(&)~ [4, Lemma 1.11. 
Conversely, let B c Y be any fuzzy semi-open set. Immediately B = B,. 
From hypothesis 
f((f .-l(B)),) = (f(f -l(B))), = B, = B. 
This implies that f -‘(f((f -l(B)),)) 2 f-‘(B). Since f is one-to-one we 
have (f-‘(B)), xf-‘(B). Hencef-‘(B) = (f-‘(B)),, i.e.,f-‘(B) isa fuzzy 
semi-open set. 1 
COROLLARY 3.20. Let f: X + Y be one-to-one and onto. f is a fuzzy semi- 
homeomorphism qffor every A cX, f(A,)=(f(A)),. 
COROLLARY 3.21. Let f: X -+ Y be one-to-one and onto. f is a fuzzy semi- 
homeomorphism iff or every B c Y, f ~ ‘(B,) = (f ~ ‘(B)),. 
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